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How to Pass OSCP Series: Windows
Privilege Escalation Step-By-Step Guide
Archie Comic Publications (Trade)
A thorough guide to Linux TCP/IP network
adminstration examines the major flavors of
Linux; covers routing, file management,
directory services, e-mail, security, and
internetworking with Samba; and provides
implementation examples, troubleshooting
tips, and much more. Original. (Advanced).
Male Chastity IntechOpen
This is the ninth in the 300 series
of circuit design books, again
contains a wide range of circuits,
tips and design ideas. The book has
been divided into sections, making
it easy to find related subjects in a
single category. The book not only
details DIY electronic circuits for
home construction but also
inspiring ideas for projects you
may want to design from the
ground up. Because software in
general and microcontroller
programming techniques in
particular have become key aspects
of modern electronics, a number of
items in this book deal with these
subjects only. Like its
predecessors in the 300 series,
"308 Circuits" covers the following
disciplines and interest fields of
modern electronics: test and
measurement, radio and television,
power supplies and battery
chargers, general interest,
computers and microprocessors,
circuit ideas and audio and hi-fi.
Archie 3000 Xlibris
Engineering Communication Manual will

serve the engineering communication and
engineering design courses required for the
undergraduate engineering student.
Intended for the first-year engineering
major as well as the student about to begin a
professional career, the text addresses the
writing issues and communication
approaches specific to the discipline, like
collaborative writing, field reporting, and
poster presentations. Above all, the text asks
students to synthesize elements of technical
argument and to think critically about how
they present content. Engineering
Communication Manual's distinctive
module-based format allows instructors to
assign stand-alone readings and activities for
the students, depending on their familiarity
and experience with engineering
communication and design projects. The
direct format also complements the
engineering student accustomed to "plug
and chug" solutions. Accessible, dynamic,
and full of relevant examples, Engineering
Communication Manual focuses on the
student as well as reflects the worldview of
the engineering professions. The text will be
accompanied by instructor resources like
assignments, prompts, and rubrics for
specific learning objects; annotated samples
of student work in several genres and media;
and suggestions for using the book in
different courses, like first-year design m lab
courses, third-year technical
communication or capstone design.
Advances in Biomaterials Science and
Biomedical Applications Elektor
International Media
This book is suitable for kids, teens,
adolescents, and adults who are either
dummies or seniors interested in finding
an accessible guide on making the most of
their iPad Tablets. You're in good hands!
Reunion Planner Prentice Hall
The New York Times, USA Today,
Publishers Weekly, and Wall Street Journal
Bestseller For those who witnessed the
global collapse of socialism, its resurrection
in the twenty-first century comes as a

surprise, even a shock. How can socialism
work now when it has never worked before?
In this pathbreaking book, bestselling
author Dinesh D’Souza argues that the
socialism advanced today by the likes of
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Bernie Sanders,
Ilhan Omar and Elizabeth Warren is very
different from the socialism of Lenin, Mao
and Castro. It is “identity socialism,” a
marriage between classic socialism and
identity politics. Today’s socialists claim to
model themselves not on Mao’s Great Leap
Forward or even Venezuelan socialism but
rather on the “socialism that works” in
Scandinavian countries like Norway and
Sweden. This is the new face of socialism
that D’Souza confronts and decisively
refutes with his trademark incisiveness, wit
and originality. He shows how socialism
abandoned the working class and found new
recruits by drawing on the resentments of
race, gender and sexual orientation. He
reveals how it uses the Venezuelan, not the
Scandinavian, formula. D’Souza chillingly
documents the full range of lawless,
gangster, and authoritarian tendencies that
they have adopted. United States of
Socialism is an informative, provocative
and thrilling exposé not merely of the ideas
but also the tactics of the socialist Left. In
making the moral case for entrepreneurs
and the free market, the author portrays
President Trump as the exemplar of
capitalism and also the most effective
political leader of the battle against
socialism. He shows how we can help
Trump defeat the socialist menace.
Xxxholic Chronicle Books
This monograph of carefully collected
articles reviews recent developments in
theoretical and applied statistical science,
highlights current noteworthy results and
illustrates their applications; and points out
possible new directions to pursue. With its
enlightening account of statistical
discoveries and its numerous figures and
tables, Probability and Statistical Models
with Applications is a must read for
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probabilists and theoretical and applied
statisticians.
The New CFO Financial Leadership
Manual Grove/Atlantic, Inc.
Who knew a trip to the therapist could be so
much fun, even aesthetically rewarding?
Beyond sharing feelings or complaining about
your mother, Psychobook reveals the rich
history of psychological testing in a fascinating
sideways look at classic testing methods, from
word-association games to inkblots to
personality tests. Psychobook includes never-
before-seen content from long-hidden archives,
as well as reimagined tests from contemporary
artists and writers, to try out yourself, at home
or at parties. A great ebook for the therapist in
your life and the therapist in you, for anyone
interested in the history of psychology and
psychological paraphernalia, or for anyone
who enjoys games and quizzes. Psychobook
will brighten your day and outlook.
Men's Watches CRC Press
A non-threatening, female-friendly
introduction to the topic of male chastity, ideal
for nervous keyholders or as a love-offering
from a would-be-chastened male.
The Magic of Watches Silverback Books
This contribution book is a collection of reviews
and original articles from eminent experts working
in the multi- and interdisciplinary arena of
biomaterials, ranging from their design to novel
uses. From their personal experience, the readers
can obtain a stimulating foresight on the
potentialities of different synthetic and engineered
biomaterials. 21 chapters have been organized to
illustrate different aspects of biomaterials science.
From advanced means for the characterization and
toxicological assessment of new materials, through
"classical" applications in nanotechnology and
tissue engineering, toward novel specific uses of
these products, the volume wishes to give readers a
view of the wide range of disciplines and
methodologies that have been exploited to develop
biomaterials with the physical and biological
features needed for specific clinical and medical
applications.

United States of Socialism Addison Wesley
Publishing Company
ARCHIE 3000 is the complete collection
featuring the classic series. This is
presented in the new higher-end format of
Archie Comics Presents, which offers 200+
pages at a value while taking a design cue
from successful all-ages graphic novels.
Travel to the 31st Century with Archie and
his friends! In the year 3000, Riverdale is
home to hoverboards, intergalactic travel,
alien life and everyone's favorite space
case, Archie! Follow the gang as they
encounter detention robots, teleporters,
wacky fashion trends and much more. Will
the teens of the future get in as much
trouble as the ones from our time?
Strike Free Createspace Independent Publishing
Platform
"Sapphire's birthday is nearly here and her friends
are planning a magical party. But Troy has been

behaving strangely-could he be keeping a secret
from the others" (publisher)?

Drilling and Tapping Machines Random
House
A Moment in Time is a romantic thriller
about two people discovering each other
while facing their own personal conflicts.
Psychobook Lightning Source Incorporated
Implement machine learning and deep learning
methodologies to build smart, cognitive AI
projects using Python Key FeaturesA go-to
guide to help you master AI algorithms and
concepts8 real-world projects tackling
different challenges in healthcare, e-
commerce, and surveillanceUse TensorFlow,
Keras, and other Python libraries to implement
smart AI applicationsBook Description This
book will be a perfect companion if you want
to build insightful projects from leading AI
domains using Python. The book covers
detailed implementation of projects from all
the core disciplines of AI. We start by covering
the basics of how to create smart systems using
machine learning and deep learning
techniques. You will assimilate various neural
network architectures such as CNN, RNN,
LSTM, to solve critical new world challenges.
You will learn to train a model to detect
diabetic retinopathy conditions in the human
eye and create an intelligent system for
performing a video-to-text translation. You
will use the transfer learning technique in the
healthcare domain and implement style
transfer using GANs. Later you will learn to
build AI-based recommendation systems, a
mobile app for sentiment analysis and a
powerful chatbot for carrying customer
services. You will implement AI techniques in
the cybersecurity domain to generate Captchas.
Later you will train and build autonomous
vehicles to self-drive using reinforcement
learning. You will be using libraries from the
Python ecosystem such as TensorFlow, Keras
and more to bring the core aspects of machine
learning, deep learning, and AI. By the end of
this book, you will be skilled to build your
own smart models for tackling any kind of AI
problems without any hassle. What you will
learnBuild an intelligent machine translation
system using seq-2-seq neural translation
machinesCreate AI applications using GAN
and deploy smart mobile apps using
TensorFlowTranslate videos into text using
CNN and RNNImplement smart AI Chatbots,
and integrate and extend them in several
domainsCreate smart reinforcement, learning-
based applications using Q-LearningBreak and
generate CAPTCHA using Deep Learning and
Adversarial Learning Who this book is for
This book is intended for data scientists,
machine learning professionals, and deep
learning practitioners who are ready to extend
their knowledge and potential in AI. If you
want to build real-life smart systems to play a
crucial role in every complex domain, then this
book is what you need. Knowledge of Python

programming and a familiarity with basic
machine learning and deep learning concepts
are expected to help you get the most out of the
book
Linux TCP/IP Network Administration David
C Cook
Already a classic of war reporting and now
reissued as a Grove Press paperback, Black
Hawk Down is Mark Bowden’s brilliant
account of the longest sustained firefight
involving American troops since the Vietnam
War. On October 3, 1993, about a hundred
elite U.S. soldiers were dropped by helicopter
into the teeming market in the heart of
Mogadishu, Somalia. Their mission was to
abduct two top lieutenants of a Somali warlord
and return to base. It was supposed to take an
hour. Instead, they found themselves pinned
down through a long and terrible night fighting
against thousands of heavily armed Somalis.
The following morning, eighteen Americans
were dead and more than seventy had been
badly wounded. Drawing on interviews from
both sides, army records, audiotapes, and
videos (some of the material is still classified),
Bowden’s minute-by-minute narrative is one
of the most exciting accounts of modern
combat ever written—a riveting story that
captures the heroism, courage, and brutality of
battle.
Decisions of the Commissioner of Patents
Sybex Incorporated
This book is the first of a series of How To
Pass OSCP books and focus on techniques
used in Windows Privilege Escalation. This is
a step-by-step guide that walks you through the
whole process of how to escalate privilege in
Windows environment using many common
techniques. We start by gathering as much
information about the target as possible either
manually or using automated scripts. Next, we
search for misconfigured services or scheduled
tasks, insufficient file permission on binaries
or services, vulnerable kernel, vulnerable
software running with high privileges,
sensitive information stored on local files,
credential saved in the memory, registry
settings that always elevate privileges before
executing a binary, hard-coded credential
contained in the application configuration files,
and many more. Table of Contents
Introduction Section One: Windows
Configuration Chapter 1:
AlwaysInstallElevated Section Two: Domain
Controller Chapter 2: Zerologon Section
Three: Windows Service Chapter 3: Service -
Insecure File Permission Chapter 4: Service -
Unquoted Path Chapter 5: Service - Bin Path
Chapter 6: Service - Registry Chapter 7:
Service - DLL Hijacking Section Four:
Scheduled Tasks Chapter 8: Scheduled Tasks
Section Five: Windows Registry Chapter 9:
Autorun Chapter 10: Startup Applications
Section Six: Windows Kernel Chapter 11:
Kernel - EternalBlue Chapter 12: Kernel -
MS15-051 Chapter 13: Kernel - MS14-058
Section Seven: Potato Exploits Chapter 14:
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Juicy Potato Chapter 15: Rogue Potato Section
Eight: Password Mining Chapter 16: Password
Mining - Memory Chapter 17: Password
Mining - Registry Chapter 18: Password
Mining - SiteList Chapter 19: Password Mining
- Unattended Chapter 20: Password Mining -
Web.config Section Nine: UAC Bypass
Chapter 21: User Account Control Bypass For
more information, please visit
http://www.howtopassoscp.com/.
Intelligent Projects Using Python Oxford
University Press, USA
Exchange is an integrated feature of the
Windows 95 operating system. This guide
covers all the features of the package's e-mail
system, scheduling, electronic forms and
groupware applications. It explains how to use
Exchange Inbox in Windows 95, which pro
How To Be Right All Points Books
Filled with pragmatic insights, proactive strategies,
and best practices, The New CFO Financial
Leadership Manual, Second Edition is destined to
become your essential desktop companion. This
thorough guidebook is essential reading for the
CFO requiring an overview of strategies,
measurement and control systems, financial
analysis tools, funding sources, and management
improvement tips.

FE Civil Practice Exam Primedia Business
Directories & Books
Ages 13+
National Library of Medicine Audiovisuals
Catalog Men's Watches
"...Family reunions, class reunions, service
reunions ... A-to-Z guide to reunions that
leaves nothing to chance..." --back cover.
Black Hawk Down Genealogical
Publishing Com
Men's WatchesSilverback Books
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